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Square format

Standard multiple charger with 
mechanical fastening

Fixed mounting in vehicle or on wall 
(both on a horizontal and vertical 
surface): the charger has two wings 
with holes for anchoring with screws. 
In order to achieve a totally immobile 
installation, it is necessary that the 
charger incorporates the mechanical 
fastening option. 

To request mechanical fastening, both for individual and 
multiple chargers, add “E” to the reference. Example:

Individual chargers

C-64UE

Mechanical fastening

model power supply connections sketch charge

C-64P 230 Va.c. Cable with European plug slow

C-64U 85 ÷ 265 Va.c. Cable with European plug slow

C-COR 230 Va.c. Detachable cable with European plug slow

12 Vd.c. Detachable cable with cigarette-lighter adaptor

C-6412P 12 Vd.c. Cable with flying lead slow

C-6424P 24 Vd.c. Cable with flying lead slow

C-6472P 60 ÷ 370 Vd.c. Cable with flying lead slow

C-64PQ 85 ÷ 265 Va.c. Cable with European plug fast

C-CORQ 85 ÷ 265 Va.c. Detachable cable with European plug fast

12 Vd.c. Detachable cable with cigarette-lighter adaptor

C-6424PQ 12 and 24 Vd.c. Cable with flying lead fast

C-6472PQ 60 ÷ 370 Vd.c. Cable with flying lead fast

Multiple chargers

model power supply connections sketch charge

CM5-C64P 230 Va.c. Cable with European plug slow

CM5-C64PQ 85 ÷ 265 Va.c. Cable with European plug fast

 The usage temperature of the chargers ranges 
from -10ºC to 40ºC. Out of it, the correct charge of 
the torches cannot be guaranteed.

 Watertight versions of some chargers are available.

 

Ref. CHR-1

Shoulder strap
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Square format

Standard individual 
charger

Standard individual charger 
with mechanical fastening

Slow charger

 Connected to the mains
 Torch charging (slow) &
 maintenance charge

C-64 Series
Chargers compatible with QR, LR, HR, LRX and HRX torches series, capable to optimally charge different types 
of batteries. The charger receives the torch and charges its battery by means of two flying contact leads that 
supply a constant current without electrical hazard. Individual or multiple chargers (for 5 torches). 

Charging times

Dimensions

The charger also incorporates a led indicator, whose func-
tion is to indicate the correct connection of the charger to 
the mains and the charging process of the torch, when it is 
placed on it. 

The charging status of the battery of the torch is indicated 
through a led indicator. 
The torch must be left on the charger to keep it completely 
charged for an indefinite time with no harm to its battery. 

battery slow (h) fast (h)

1.6 or 2 Ah Ni-Cd / Ni-MH 36 5

4 Ah Ni-Cd / Ni-MH 36 8

2.6 Ah Li-Ion 24 5

5.2 Ah Li-Ion 48 9

Led indicator in torch

Led indicator in charger

Fast charger

 Connected to the mains
 Torch charging (fast)
 Maintenance charge

0% ÷ 20%

20% ÷ 60%

60% ÷ 100%

> 100%
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